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EXHIBIT ION
100X RIETVELD
Hollands finest! Designer Gerrit Rietveld (1888-1964)
was most famous for his radical designs dating from the
1920's including the famous Red Blue Chair. His career,
however, continued for another couple of decades, and
during which he designed some very diverse furniture.
Despite the wide variety in his designs, the basic
principles for the majority of his furniture were simplicity,
clarity and efficiency of construction. Today, they are an
inspiration for designers all over the world. The 100
scale models in this exhibition are highly representative
of Rietveld’s work and show a fascination with materials
and construction.



3 hexagonal closed showcases. 3 diameter wide,
1.80 m high
25 spotlights inside showcases
Showcases contain 100+ furniture scale models 1:3
Text labels for every scale model
6 text /photo banners containing background
information & photography on Rietveld& art
movement De Stijl. Size 80x240.  Digitally
adjustable. 
Optional: 2 original size Rietveld chairs, public can
sit on
Optional: 1 original size Elling Buffet, not to be
touched
1 backdrop for selfie + two extra scales model for
selfies
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100X RIETVELD
SAMPLE FLOOR PLAN

3 hexagonal closed showcases. 3 diameter
wide, 1.80 m high
optional: 3x life size furniture
optional: 6 photo+ text wall banners 80x240-
digitally adjustable. 
1 selfie backdrop



3 CLOSED
HEXAGONAL
SHOWCASES



100 scale models of Rietveld's
impressive furniture designs,
made with original colors and
ingenious wood joints.



Optional: 3 X LIFE
SIZE FURNITURE
DESIGNS



1 BACKDROP +
EXTRA SCALE
MODEL FOR SELFIE





Rietveld scale models
in refined detail



We are a Rotterdam based company that designs and
rents out flexible and beautiful exhibitions on
architecture, Dutch design, literature and graphic
design. You can find them in museums, town halls,
hospitals and libraries. Happy clients are the
Amsterdam Public Library, Rotterdam Sophia Children’s
Hospital, Technical University Delft, Hangaram Design
Museum in Seoul.
Our exhibitions are known to be flexible, don’t require
walls and include English and Dutch texts. We arrange
for everything, from transport to set-up. Would you like
to know more and host one at your gallery? Just drop
us a line!

MH Expo



Transport
100 x Rietveld travels to you in 4 so
called Danish trolleys, size 35 cm by
56.5 cm, 200 cm in length.
 
Total weight: 500 kg
Volume: 7 m3
Storage: 6.4 m3
Insurance value: €60.000







www.mh-expo.nl


